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 ogg and .mp3 audio formats, making listening to or reading of files that little bit easier. It's also very easy to find out if you've accidentally closed a file or if it has been opened in the last 30 minutes. Comments (37) great article. just installed it on my system, works great. even the "blank" (or empty) template is a nice change to the default. i noticed that it's actually using my default "message format"
setting (which i don't use very often) and so i had to go into that and change the title format to change the formatting of the title bar (which i do quite often). a small comment about the windows menu icon: i have used the [Option] key to use that icon, but every time i use it, it gives me a "generic error" message, and i have to run the program again. just curious if anyone else has experienced this or if

it's just my system? nice article, i had been using note tab reader for years and then i heard of this one. I installed it and I have no idea what I am supposed to do with it. I just deleted the file because I couldn't find anything useful in the help file. Could you point me in the right direction? Thanks! I had Win7 and needed to switch to a Win8 laptop and needed a solution to read my ebooks and
magazines (epub, azw,...)and this software did the job like a charm. Everything is smooth and intuitive. I love it. i had the EXACT SAME PROBLEM with the blank ebooks program like many other readers. the icon for it in the windows start menu would NOT WORK at all. i would click on it, nothing would happen. i tried uninstalling it and re-installing it. nothing. tried changing to other formats
(murdoch, DRM-Free, EPUB) nothing. after switching to the most current version of the editor (which i believe is the current version) the Blank Books icon worked like a charm! not sure if i'll keep it, but it's working fine so far. Blessings, beau ok, just tried the real version of Blank Books, and it doesn't seem to want to play ball. When i select a file with blank pages in it, I don't get 82157476af
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